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By applying a known n.a.s. condition for a weak slolution of a stochastic equation to be strong, 
we generalize B.S. Cirel’son’s example of a stochastic DE without a causal solution to whole 
classes of similar equations. Then the nonexistence of a strong nonanticipating solution to the 
stochastic DE (l)dt’= p(t, @)dt + dw, w Wiener, is established for a set of drifts 13 uniformly 
dense in the bounded causal drifts, and also for a set of drifts “pointwise” L-dense in the drifts of 
linear growth. These results may be interpreted as saying that in a topological sense the DE (1) 
with a reasonable causal drift almost never has a causal solution. The various applications of .hese 
methods to applied problems are mostly negative: in filtering, we show that the innovations 
conjecture is almost always false; for functional DES we show that the causal bounded 
“rght-hand sides” /3 for which 
, 
x, - P(s, x)ds = y, 
has at least two solutions for a countable set of continuous y, are dense in the uniform topology; 
in control theory, we exhibit problems whose state equation has no causal solution for eny 
admissible control law. 
I innovation problems uniqueness strong and weak solutions 
I’he recent publication, by B.S. Cirel’son, of an example [1] of a stochast$c 
functional DE which has no strong nonanticipating solution maikes it interesting, if 
not imperative, to examine all those problems in the theories of estirnat~o~~~ 
filtering, d.etection, and control whose resolution devolves upon the strength of 
solutions. Foremost among these problems are the v-algebras problem [2] fro 
stochastic DES, and the innovations problem of Kailath [3] and 
he first is that of deciding when a stoch 
Wiener, has a causal solution for a causal drift 
when the innovations process v, = j$(z - i),ds contains the same in 
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as the observation (process) y, = &, z, ds + w, of a signal z. in white noise dw The 
second is a special case of the first; it is central to the innovations approach to 
filtering and detection, and it also arises in some proofs [5] of the separatilon 
theorem of stochastic ontrol. 
Since a limited number of positive results [6-g] is known for both the a-algebras 
and the innovations problems, it is particularly important o try to sketch out, in the 
space of drifts, the tenuous and sensitive boundary which, like a cranial su:u:-e, 
divides the positive results [6-9] from the negative [l]. It will turn out that the ideas 
behind Cirel’son’s counterexample have imphcations far beyond the a-algebras 
and innovations problems. We shall show that Cirel’son’s example can be general- 
ized to a wide class of similar cases, any one of which, when applied with some basic 
theory [lo], allows us to exhibit some very negative examples to support the 
following conclusions: 
(1) The answer to the a-algebras problem is nearly al-ways negative. 
(2) The innovations conjecture is nearly always false. 
(3) Nearly all functional-integral eyuations 
xr - I or B(s, x)ds = yt 
with btounded causal drift p have at least two solutions for countably many distinct 
continuous “driving functions” y. 
(4) There are control problems whose state equation does not have a causal 
solution for any admissible control law. 
These conclusions have been couched in informal terms; precise results are in the 
form of theorems to be proved after basic no,tions are defined. In particular the 
interpretation of nearly all’ above will be in the topological sense of ‘on a dense 
set’. In all fairness it should be remarked that the pathology of the concepts under 
study here is such that one can also assert, in various senses: 
(1’) The answer to the a-algebras problem is nearly always positive. 
(2’) The innovations conjecture is nearly always true. 
(3’) Nearly all 
I 
I 
XI - 
0 
functional-integral equations 
P(s, x)ds = yt 
with bounded causal drift p have a unique solution for every continuous :y. 
The next section establishes preliminaries and background; it is followed by a 
summary, and then by the results in detail. 
rctlirninartss 
The distinction between weak and” strong solutions to stochastic equations is 
easily describe:d in the following abstract setting, due to Yelrshov: Let X, Y be 
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Polish (complete separable metric) spaces with respective Bore1 o-algebras a9, 8; 
let T : X --) Y be a measurable application, and w a r.v. on a pr. space (0,9, P) 
taking values in Y, and having a distribution v = Pw -.I. We distinguish two uses of 
‘weak sohttion’. A (weak) s701ution measure is a probability p on 2’ such that 
@T-l = V, i.e., under which T induces v = distr{w}; a (weak) solution fun&n on 
(In, 9, P) fbr w is a measurable x : 0 --) X such that 73 = w as. [iQ]; such an x is 
said to factor w through 7: and Px-’ is then a solution measure. A solution 
functional is a map Q : Y --)X such that I?& = y a.s. [v] ; thus a solution functional 
4 is a weak solution function for the case 0 = Y, 9 = 9, P = v, w = identity, and 4 
factors the identity through T, as. [v]. A solution measure p is celled strong when 
%‘= I’?3 (modp). 
The intuitive ideas behind these definitions are clear: roughly, a solution’ is weak 
if it induces the right measure under T,. an? in terms of Ti- = y, it is strong if from y 
one can recover z except on a null set; this recovery is achieved by a solution 
functional. The notion of a sollution functional is motivated by applications to 
stochastic dynamical systems, and it is consonant with1 known methods, such as 
Picard iteration, for constructing soluticq processes ;as measurable functionals 
(indeed, often (causal ones) of some assumed “driving” process like white noise, 
Example 1. With w, a Wiener pIrocess, the equation d[ = - 6, dt + dw, &, -- 0 has a 
unique strong #ausal) solution 5. called “PC noise” or the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck 
process, in the form 
I 
e --I+’ dw, = (cpw),. 
This is an explicit representation of a sollution functional cp that gives RC noise. In 
this case X = ‘Y = C = {continuous functions vanishing at O}, 
I 
t 
(T 1 xt = xt + & Qs, 
0 
and the r.v.y is a Brownian path,, so v is Wiener measure. 
obtained by Girsanov’s theorem thus: with w. a Brownian 
space (L&93, P), set 
1 
w,dw, -$ 
2? 
on a{ w,, 0 s s s I}. Then P is a probability measure on this Q-algebra, and under Zp 
the functions w . are such that (Twl), is a Brownian motion. For p take the measure 
induced from P by w . on the Bore1 sets of C, and for v take Wiener measure. Then 
p’F-l= v and p is a weak solution with p = v~-l. 
e next specialize weak and strong solutions to the stochastic D 
A weak solution can be 
motion on a probability 
* Of the stochastic equation 7’2 = y, where v = distdy}. 
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introduce a third element already hinted at, namely causality. A functional 
7 : [Q oo) x C[O, a)--, R is called causal if for each t E [0, m), xs = ys for s :Q t 
implies J+, X) = r(t, y), for X, y E CIO, 00). This definition expresses the physical 
idea that ~(t, . ) cannot depend on more than the past of its argument up to t, and it 
is equivalent to ia measurability property. For a causal functional P, called the d#, 
a we& solution of the stochastic DE d{F = p(t, [)dt + dw, w Brownian, is a process 
6 such that 
is a Brownian motion on its own past. Wf $ . is adapted to v . , i.e. if for each t, 6, is 
measurable on a(~~, s G t}, then 5. is called a canal solution, and there is a causal 
functiona\ cp such that 6 = cp (f, V) at each t a.s. A solution 4. is called n~ncpnticipat- I 
ing if the future increments of v = Tt are indel>endent of the past of 6, i.e. 
a(vL4 - vc, u :‘* f} u a{&, s G f ). 
This is a probabilistic property, and it is equivalent to v’s being a martingale on the 
larger algebras a(& s :Q t}. It can be seen that for (l), causal + nonanticipat- 
ing; but the converse is false: Cirel’son’s example [l] provides a bounded rift CY for 
which there exists a unique weak nonanticipating solution, but no causal solutions. 
In addition, Yershov has observed [ll] that a strong nonanticipating solution is 
necessarily causal; the converse is obvious, so causal a strong nonanticipating. 
It is intuitively obvious that the concepts of strong solution and solution 
functional are really equivalent, and that a weak solution is strong iff it assigns 
measure one to a set on which T is one-to-one!. These intuitions are borne out by 
the following results, proved in a previous work [lo]: 
TIWO~~IHB 1. A solution funcfiona! Q induces a sfrong soiufion VQ-‘; ip induces a 
given weak solution p ifl p{x E X: QTX = n} =: 1. 
Theorem 2. A sfrong solution p can be used to mnsfrucf a solution fun&or& Q 
which it8 turn induces p : p = VQ? 
Theorem 3#, A weak ~01utiun p is strong iff T is injective on a set of fun p -measure. 
The necessary condition of Theorem 3 is particularly useful for proving the 
essential weakness (i.e. lack of strength) of given weak solutions of stochastic DES, 
because it turns out tlo be relatively r easy to show that certain operators Ta of the 
form 
(T,x): = xt - 
I 0’ P(s? x)ds 
identify many functions. Specifically 9 the following consequences were noted [lo]: 
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Theore Let /3 be a causal bounded drift. The stochastic DE dt = 
p( t, e)dt + bw, w Wiener, has a causal solution ifi TO is injective on a set of f~:rll 
Wiener measure. 
Theorem 5. If there is a causal solution e to the ordinary stochastic quation 
I 
I 
e, = [p(s, w + e)- p(s, w)]ds, w Wiener, 0 I! 
0 
with e(w)+0 as., then TB(w + e) = T@(w), and dt = p(t9 5)dt + dw, w Wiener, 
has no causarl nonanticipating solution. 
Theorem 5 provides a new way [ 101 of proving Cirel’son’s counter-example, a way 
that is much more analytical and less probabilistic; it also yields a host of similar 
examples, and in so doing, sheds additional light on what is going on, complement- 
ing the probabilistic Cirel’son-Krylov proof [a]. . 
The following intuitive considerations may be helpful in connection with 
Theorems 4 and 5: If T’, were injective, there would be no difficulty in constructing 
a strong solution; the less injective T’@ is the harder it is to find such solutions; the 
extent to which To is not injcctive is of course that to which it identifies distinct 
functions; roughly, this is measured by the “fraction” of x’s for which r#x = rfixl 
for some other x1 # x.* A notion of “fraction” that is useful and appropriate here is 
the Wiener rneasure of the largest sets on which 7” is one-to-one. The meat oh the 
rest of this paper is to use Theorem 5 repeatedly to find, in the contexts of DES, 
filtering, and control, that no se’: on which solme TB of interest is injective has 
Wiener measure 1, and then using Theorem 4 to conclude nonexistence of causal 
solutions. 
Finally, we shall use two topologies for certain natural sets of drifts. One is the 
uniform topology for the bounded drifts. The other is ffor the space of drifts /3 for 
which 
,oL P(s, x)*ds < 00, c vx E c, 
defined by the condition & + p iff 
I ’ ]&,(s,X)+(s,#)1*ds+O Vx E 6, 0 
where & is a generalized sequence. We call this tlhe “pointwise” topology, because 
lt amounts to L2-convergencb ?f P,, (x) to p(x) palintwise for x r” C. A basis for this 
topology at fl can be obtained by choosing all sets of the form 
“’ I J Y: Ip(s,xi)-y(s,x,)1*ds<&*, i = L2,...,m 0 
for some &i > 0 and xi E C, i = 1,. . . , m. 
’ This is not the same as the fraction of y’s which can be gotten as ‘&x in more than MC y; tb 
latter may be 1 whi!e the former is < 1. 
~~?~~rk, In the *c~intwise” topology of drifts the @ such that r@ is bijective are 
de!nse. For let pB be defined for S > 0 by 
1 
1 
‘0, O=Gt<S, 
,&(f, 1:) = j 
J3(t - 6,x), 6 G t G 1. 
ThtBn T&axc = y can always be solved uniquely by recursion. However, for each 
n E c, 
l i~g(sx)-P(s,x)t’ds-,O 
as 6 ---) 0, by a standard result of Eebesgue, so the f3d are dense in the “pointwise” 
topology. 
4. Saammary 
In Section 5 we exhibit many drifts 13 all based on Cirel’son’s idea, for which the 
equation L = p($ w + e)- @(t, w) has a causal solution, so that df = p(t, t)dt + dw 
has none. In Section 6 we apply Theorem 5 to show that the sets of drifts J3 for 
wihich de = p(t, t)dr + dw, w Wiener, has a causal solution, have empty interior in 
both the uniform and ‘“pointwise” topologies. Applications to ordinary functional 
DES appear in dection 7; e.g., nearly every equation T,x = y has at least two 
solutions for many y ‘s. The innovations question is consildered inSection 8. There it 
is shown that the answer to it is nearly always negative: e.g. the set of bounded 
estimators i corresponding to signals z for which the noisy information y, = 
J& z~ds + wr is causally equivalent o the innovations, is a residual set, i.e. it has 
empty interior. Moreover, if signal z . and noise w . are independent, i  is possible to 
palrturb. z. ever so little by feedback from the observations o as to make the 
innovations conjecture fail. Section 9, finally, is devoted to some examples of state 
equations for control problems:. these equations have Rio causal solution for any 
tidmissible control law. 
Thus two principal practical consequences of Cirel’son’s example are: 
(1) that the innovations approach to filtering nearly always fails, and even when 
it works it can be foiled by inadvertent feedback, lika crosstalk; and 
(2) that some control systems inherently cannot be studied in terms of strong 
sol~tion~~ if causal and non,~n~i~i~ating solutiol~s are called for. 
5. Generalization of CirePmn’s drift 
IXZ this: section we exhibit a wide variety of drifts /3, all more or less based on 
Cirel’son’s [I], for which there are always at least two solutions x of 7& = y 
w~e~)~ver there are any at all; Theorems 4 and 5 are therl i~~n~ediately applicabie. 
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Theorem 6. Lcrt V be a set of real numbers, 0 e V, and a : 
measurable function such that vr, u2 E V imply 
a bounded 
a(t + v,) = rcz(t + v2) 
I 
Ii-I) 
a(? + v,)- a(t)E V 
Let tk ,/, 0 strictly as k --) - 00, with tk 3 0 and to = 1. Let P be the set of functions 
piecewise constant on the sets [ tk9 tk +,), with values in V. Let there be given a subset E 
of continuous functions, and causal linear operations D, K, and L such that 
(i) DE d P, 
(ii) f E P * Ji(Kf)s ds E E, 
(iii) Kf = 0 only if f tif P, 
(iv) LP s E. 
Define a drift p : [0, I] x C-, R by p(x) =&x(x) where 
Q,(t, x) = a((Dx),,) if t E [tk, fk+l)* 
Then there exists a causal functional e : C + C such that 
(a) e(x), = .k[P(s, x + e(x))- B(s, x)]ds, 
(b) TB(x +e(x))= T@(x), x E C, 
(c) e(x) is not the zero function for any x E C. 
Proof. Take v E P, and let r be translation by Lv, i.e. let (TX), = x, + (Lv), for 
x E c. Let 
e(x), = I ’ [P(s, 7x)- P(s, x)]ds 0 
= I ’ K[+x)- a(x)], ds. 0 
(4) 
With VU = {r : a(r) = u} foli u E V, it can be seen that if s E [tk, ?k+& then since 
DLv E P, 
a(s, TX)- a(s, x) =: a((Dx),, + (DLt&J- a(@&) 
“U if (Dx ), E V,, . 
Thus by (i), (ii) e(x)E E and De(x)E P and hence a!(s, TX)- cp(s, x)= 
CY(S, x + e(x))- ~ll(s, x) for s, x e [O, l] x C. Since K is linear, we have proved (a); 
(b) is obvious from (a) and the definizion of To ; (c) follows from (iii) and 0 
1. We give some illustrations of functions a( l ) and sets fy t 
ion conditions (3); some are normalized so as to have 
(A) The fractional part ( * } satisfies (3) with V r= ,[ t i}. ( 
(B) Let 0 s c c f and take, tis in Fig. 2, the periodic extension Q 
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I 
a + ct O~f<q, 
a(t) = 
a+$+-c(t-4) ISKI, 
with V=(kh}. 
(C) V = ( -ci} and a(t) == axit,,+ (a + ~)x~~,+), extended to have period one, a 
special case of (B). 
l/2 1 312 2 512 
Fig. I. 
Lo 71 --II l/2 1 312 2 512 
Fig. 2. 
(D) With b > 0 let a( l ) be any function assuming only a + nb, n an integer, as 
values, and piecewise constant on intervals [nb, nb + b) and such that always jumps 
*bat nb,i.e.,a(nb+O)-a(nb-O)= k b. Then a( * ) satisfies (3) with V = { +: b}. 
Note that ,a( l ) need be neither bounded nor periodic. (See Fig. 3.) 
(E) Fig. 4 shows a more complicated periodic ase with V = { * b, =f= 2b, t 3b). 
Example 2. If V = { - f , $}, a ( . ) = { l } = fractional part, 
K = identity, and (LX), = Jh X, o c, then P(s, x) is Cirel’son’s drift. In this case it can 
be verified that e(x + e(re)) = - e(x), so e has period 2. 
1 
1. Let 2, # 0, and look at the class of bounded functions a ( 0) : R + R 
at for some measurable set A 
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where b# 0 is a given real number. Any such function has period 26, and satisfies 
(3) with V = {t b}. 
2. If A, b, and a ( l ) satisfy (*S), and c(t) == ya(t/y) for some y B 0, then 
c(t t yb)- c[t) = ya(tly 2 b) - ya(t) 
:~b if t E yA, 
= 
- yb if t fZ yA. 
Thus yA, yb, and c( 0) satisfy (511, and there exist functiorls atisfying (5) which are 
arbitrarily small in modulus. 
I 
2b 
t 
b 
0 1. -* 
Y I I I I 
b ii---&--4b 5b 68 
Fig. 3. 
3b 
2b 
/ 
0 
/ 
b 
Fig. h 
Remark 3. The class B just defined is closed under translations and addition of 
constants. Indeed, A, b, and a ( l ) satisfy (5) iff there is a measurable set S c 
such that 
0 i a(t)=a(t-b)*b if tES+b, 
0 ii a(t)=;+--b)-b if tE[b,2b)-(S+b), 
. . . 
( 1 111 A= fi (S + IdI). “=“-a 
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For if a( l ) satisfies (5) for b and A, then it has period 2b, and we can choose 
S=(t: Ow<b, a(t+b)-a~(t)+b}=[O,b)nA. 
Conversely, with S given choose ar( l ) on !i arbitrarily, then define a( *) on S + b 
and [b, 2b) - (S + b) by (i) and (ii) respectively, and extend periodically with period 
2b. Then a( ) satisfies (S) for b and for CL given by (iii). 
Example 3. Let tk - tkwl = 2k-‘, k G 0, and for an integer n 3 2 choose E to be the 
n times differentiable functions whose n th derivatives are k $ on the sets [tk, tk+& 
Define 
Dr+‘x = DPX - Dp-,x t _ -9 
k m+l -- fk-m 
aqd let D in Theorem 6 be given bY 
m ==1,2,...,n-1. 
(Dx), = n ! D:x on [tk, tk .-1). 
For K, L take I,,+ In respectively, where lo = I, arjd for 1 s ‘12 g S”E, 
(Lx)t = 1’ (Lx), ds = 
0 
m-fold integral of x over [0, tj. 
For V choose { - 1 r 2, 2} as before, and for P, again, the functions piecewise constant 
over the Sets [fro t,+,] and assuming Only 9 i as values. FOF Q ( l ) take the fractional 
part { l ), continuous from the right at the integers. We now claim that if f E P, then 
YELf assumes only integers as values. This follows by induction from the definition 
of Or and from t,, - tkel == 2k-1, k G 0. It follows as before that 
e, = I ’ K[a(.x + y)- cu(x)]ds 0 
is independent of y for y E E If rt = 1 this example reduces to Cirel’son’s. 
6. Application to stochastiic DES 
We show that in spite of the known positive results for the or-algebras problem 
(e.g. the Lipschitz case, Zvonkin’s Markov cases [9]), the drifts p for which strong 
nonanticipating solutions exist for d[ = @(t, &)dt + dw, w Wiener, are in a topologi- 
cal sense rare: in various natural topologies for the drifts p the set of drifts for 
which the DE has a causal solution is readdual, i.e., has empty interior. This is the 
same: as saying that the drifts for which there is no causal solution are dense. Thus 
thie set of drifts for wlhich no causal solution exists is thoroughIy pervasive; its 
boundary is its complement; not even cranial sutures behave like that. Another way 
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to put this is that the property of having a causal solution is very unstdde: a sBight 
change in the drift and it can vanish. (It can be shown, however, that ir! the 
“ureintwise” topology for the set of drifts of linear growth, the drifts which the D 
&U a causal solution is also dense, Cf. Section 4.) 
Theorem 7. Let E > 0,‘and let p be any causal drift. mere is a perturbation y of ~3 
with sup,,* 1p - y 16 E, such that 
dt = y(t, t)dt + dw, w Wiener, e(O) = 0 (6) 
has no strong nonanticipating solution. 
Proof. Let y(t, x) = p(t, x)+ m(t, E-~T’&), where QI is just Cirel’son’s drift. Sup- 
pose that (6) has a strong nonanticipating solution given by a causal functional p a:s 
f = cpw. Then &cpw is a causal solution of ds = &a&&-‘q)dt + dw, which by 
Theorem 4 (or Theore:m 5) is impossible [lo]. 
Corollary. The set of bounded causal drifts p for which a strong nonanticipating 
solution to dt = p(t, 5)dt + dw, w Wiener, exists is residual in the uniform 
topology, i.e. it has empty interior. 
Corollary. The set of drifts p of linear growth3 for which thlere is a stron 
nonanticipating solution to d[ = p(;t, &)dt + dw, w Wiener, is residual in the 
“pointwise” topology. 
‘The second corollary follows from Theorem 7 because uniform convergence to a 
drift p impliels “pointwise”; the restriction ro linear growth guarantees that unique 
weak nonanticipating solutions exist and are absolutely continuous with respect to 
Wiener measure; it follows that Theorem sl can be extended to drifts of linear 
growth, and the corollary follows by Theorem 7. 
7. Application to ordinmry functional DES 
Cirel’son’s example also has some purely analytical consequernces about 
pervasive is nonuniqueness of solutions of functional1 DES in integral form.* T 
were already implicit in previous work, but they are broader than a readi 
work might suggest. Indeed we propose to explain Cirel’son’s exam 
illustr:ation of the analytical-topological f ct that nearly all function 
eql,uations 
(TBx)t = xl - 
I 
]: P(s,x)ds = ye, tao, x0=0, y4-x 
3 I.e. such that 
4 Integral f0rm 
#l(t,x)C K’(l+sub,,, 1x.1) for some K >Q. 
allows us to consider all continuous “drivin functions. 
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+th bounded drift or “right-hand side” p, have at least two solutions x for every 
continuous “driving” function y for which they have any solution at all; Cirel’son’s 
d,=ift just happens to be one of this (topologically dense) “majority”. For the 
weaning of ‘nearly all’ here is that the set of bounded drifts for which the stated 
m.)nuniqueness occurs is (un,formly) dense I 
ternark 4, The set of y for which such an equatilon has a solution is necessarily 
dense in the continuous functions C; this follows from the fact that it is a translutiorz 
of C, and so has Wiener measure one. Thus the nonuniqueness is in no way due to 
there being only a few weircl y’s for which the equation is solvable. 
To use Theorems 6 and 7 to prove such purely analytical results we look at 
solutions x o:[ Tpx = y where y E C and p is a bounded causal drift. Our first 
object is to show that for nearly every /3, Tpx = y has at least two solutions for 
countably many distinct y E= C; near more s;pecial p uniqueness will fail even more 
spectacularly, viz. on a dense set of y ‘s. For Cirel’son’s drift it fails everywhere on 
the range of Ta [HI]. 
Theorem 8. The set of bounded causal drifts p, for which TBx = y has at least two 
solutions x for countably mab,y distinct y E C, is dense in the uniform topology of 
dril ts. 
Prmf. By Theorem 7 and Corollary 1, the set of drifts /3 for which Tp is injective 
on no set of Wienln,r measure 1is uniformly [dense. For such a drift p, find yl, ~2,. . . 
as follows: Take a set MI Iof measure 1, and let yl E C be such that there exist 
~1, ~2 E C, xI# ~2, with Tpx,i = y, i = I, 2. Se:t M2 = A& - T,‘{yl}, and note that M2 
is measurable and has measure one. That T,‘{yl} has measure 0 follows from the 
fact pT;’ = Wiener measure for some measure p on the BoreI sets of C which is 
absolutely continuous with respect o \Vic,ne:r measure; this in turn is a consequence 
of Girsawov’s theorem [2]. Now repeat with M2, A&. . . to find y2, y3, . * -, a11 
distinct. 
Theorem 9. Let p be a bounded causal drift for which Ts is surjectioe. Then any 
(uniform ,I neighborhood of /3 contluins y such that Tp = y has at least two solutions x 
for each y in some set dense in C. 
oaf, L,et a! be Cirel’son’s drift, and cy, (t, x) = cry (t, e -’ T,x), E B 0. The drifts of 
form y = /3 + iy, are dense. By Girsanov’s theorem there exists a measure on 
the Bore1 sets of C such that I!Y, induces Wiener measure from p, i.e. PT,’ is 
Wiener. Since the Wiener measure of any oplen set is positive, the range of T7 must 
be dense in C. No~w suppose that for each set D dense in C, there is y E D 
either y e T.C or there is a unique x E C which solves T?x = y. Picking 
dense set T-J’, thle first alternative is ruled out, so for some y in the range of TV? 
there is a unique solution x of TYx = y. Thus z = T@x is the unique solution of 
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T*,z = y (7) 
in the range of Ta, i.e. in C. However, Theorem 6 tells us that there is a causal 
functional e : C4 C such that e(x) f0 and T4. identifies t an< z + e(z). f* tlce t 
is not the unique solution of (7), and the supposition we made is false. Indeed, 
TYx = y has at least two solutions x for any y for which it has a solution at all, i.e. 
for any y in the (dense) range of Ty . 
Remark 5. 7’@ is surjective iff Ta has ceased range, because TB always has a dense 
range. If Ta is continuous then it has a closed range: for let Tax, 4 y ; then xn - y 
all belong to a closed compact set, so that. one may assume xn --, X, whence clearly 
T@x,, 4 T,x = y. The set (p: TB is continuous} is closed and contained in (@: TB 
onto}, but it is not dense. If it were it would be the set of all bounded causal drifts, 
all of which would then have surjective Ta. However, Lordan’s example [IZ] shows 
that it is not in the range of Ta when p(t, X) = xX,s1 --- 1. Thus the fl for which To is 
continuous are not dense. We can extend Lordan’s example to show that if 
1 p(t, x) - xxllcl + 11 c $ uniformly, then again it is not in the range of Ta. Thus any 
/3 sufficiently close to Lordan’s drift is such that To is not surjective. Hence the 
larger set {p: Ta onto} is not dense either. 
If we choose the weaker “pointwise” topology for the drifts, then the “spectacu- 
lar” failure of uniqueness inTheorem 9 can be made dense. For in this topology the 
/3 such that 7;B is bijective are dense, as was noted earlier, in Section 4. Thus the 
method of Theorem 9 yields: 
Theorem IO. The set of drifts p, such that for some K >O 
Ipl(sx)l41+ sup bsl) 9 \ 06Stt (f9 
and such that T+ = y has at least two solottions x for each y in a set dense in C, is 
dense in the “pointwise” topology of the set of drifts s@tisfJling the “linear growth” 
condition (8). 
Remark 6. The condition (8) ensures [13] that the Girsanov condition 
1 
I 
1 
E ^ xp y(t, w)dw, - f y*(t, w)ds = 1 
0 
is valid for any Wiener process w, so that Girsanov’s theorem can be used to define 
a weak solution, as in Theorem 9. In Theorem 9 (9) followed from boundedness 
of y. 
. licatisn lterin 
The innovations problem n virtually as bad a state as the 
poses additional subtleties. e shall show that in c 
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According to Theorem 6 of Section 5 there i:s a causal Bore1 function e(x) such that 
0 i 
0 ii 
. . . 
( ) IHI 
c(x)FW 
6(x), = p(t, x + e) - @(t, x), 
T& + e(x)) = TB(x;P, 
It follows that e sal:isfies 
, 
et = i(t,x et- e)- i(t,x) 
and by Theorem 5 there is no strong nonanticipating solution of d& = 
Qt, &)ldt i- dW; hence by Theorem 11, the innovations conjecture fails for z1 = 
& + &ar(t, 8“y). It is to by noted that z . itself does not solve a stochastic DE, but 
there is a “loop” in the :i:quations for y : 
dy = J dt -I- p(t, y)dt + dw 
= pl(t, y) + t;lnh(T& + dx 
Thus although the innovations conjecture holds for 6 and w, it fails if z is modified 
ever so little to 5 i- /3(‘t, y) by feedback. 
The preceding example can be generalized to the following result: 
T9mrem 14 Let (r . Ee a (signal) process which is integrable at each t, as. 
square-integrable in t, and independent of a Wiener process w . defined on the same 
probability space (0, @, P). It is possible to perturb the signal 6. by additive noiseless 
feedback from the observations so that the innovations conjecture fails for the 
perturbed process even while it holds for the original one. 
7. What the thcnrem innust ay precisely is that on some probability space 
there is a process ‘I. with the same distributions as {., and another process y . (the 
perturbed observations) uch that for some causal functional /3 (the feedback), the 
process 
Yt - I ’ [qs + ,R(s, y)]ds 2 bt 0 
is a Brdwnian martingale on the joint past of q. and y . such that if qr + p(t, y) is 
reg’arded as the new perturbed signal z. then the new innovations 
I 
1 
v, = [ 2s -.&]ds + b,, 2, = 
0 
i!; not causally equivalent to y. The proof to be given will satisfy these requirements. 
. Validi2.y of the innovations conjecture for the original process g . was proved 
ijrr previous work [7): in this case the estimator i is given by Kallianpur and 
S triebel’s formula as 
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&S,B (4; Y )I ‘(” ‘) = E,q(& y )I 
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in which 6 denotes expectation with respect o 5, and 
We have to define what we mean by the perturbed signal and new observations. We 
would like to do this by solving;; the equation 
dy = q, dt + &ar(t, 6’~ )tdt + dlb, (Y = Cirel’son’s drift (IO) 
where Q. is a process with th,: s’ame law as 5. and b. is a Wiener process. A causal 
solution for y in terms of q and b probably does not exist. But to compute 
conditional expectations like ;S all we need really isI a weak nonanticipating 
solution. Such a solution is constructible from the functions 6. and w . by Girsanov’s 
theorem 121. using a transformation of measures, as follows: The noise w. is a 
martingale on the joint past a{&, w,, s 
P on (f&B) by 
s t}, so we define a new probability measure 
dii = q(t + ~a(&-‘w), w)idP. 
With p( 9) = E+-’ 9 ) it can be verified that since 5 LI w, 
E{q([l(w), w)Iq([, T,,w), 1 [s, 0 s s s 1) = L 
P(O) = E q(T + P(w), w)1= 1. 
Thus Girsanov tells us that under p the functions w . and 6. are such that 
WI - I ’ [[s + p(s, w)]lds 2 b, 0 
is a Brownian martiilgale on a(&, w,, s s t}. More is true; it is easily shown that the 
joint distributions of 6 and b under is are the same as those of e and w under P; 
this is done by computing joint: characteristic functionals. It follows that $ has the 
same law under 13 as it does under P. Hence for q we can take 6, for y we can take 
w, and for z we can use 6 + @i(w), and all the contirtions of the preceding remark 
will be met. Moreover we claim that all weak solutions of (10) satisfying the 
conditions of the remark, i.e. the weak nonanticipating solutions, are the same in 
law. This is a consequence of the fact that any such process must induce a measure 
p which is absolutely continuous with respect o Wiener measure V, with 
2 (x) = E;‘q-‘(( + /3(x),x). 
This can be seen from Girsanov’s theorem again. Thus OUT use of J‘ 
to define the solution of (10) is fully justifiied. It is NW readil 
perturbeid estimator z^ is just 
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it{& + P(sif, w) 1 ws, s d1}=~(f~W)+f(~~~w~,s~f}. 
By a standard transformation OF conditional expectations under ain a.‘:. change of 
measure, one iindli; that 
I 
E{S I t w*,sa}= 
= 
= 
. 
E&q(f + P(w), )V)t 
WS + PdW)~ w), ’ 
where 4 is expectation on 6 alone; the second equality arises from ihe nonan- 
ticipating nature of HI. on a{&, WV,, s s P}, and the third from 6 LI w. However 
A 
2, = @(t, w) + 
E&9 (5, Tp w )d 
Ed (4 TBW )I 
= B(t, w)+ &t, T,w). 
Nova if the innovation conjecture held for z . and b . under p, then by Theorem 11 
there would be a causal solution x = qpv of dx = i(t, x)dt + dv, where v is the 
innovatEons process for signal z . and noise b . under p, and rp is a causal (solution) 
functional. That is 
dx = /3(t, x)dt + ((t, T,x)dt + dv. 
But according to Theorem 6, there is causal functional e : C-+ C such that 
Tp (u) = Tb (u + e(u)), e (u ) $0, for u E C Thus al:;0 
i(u -)- e(u))- E(u) = /3(u + le(u))- p(u), 
e(u), = I ’ [2(sy u + e(u))- f(s, u)]dsfO. 0 
Hence by Theorem 5 no such solution x exists, and thus innovations f sbserva- 
tions for z. and b. under p. 
It Iis conceivable, indeed likely, that almost any reasonable signal can 
be perturbed by feedback from the observations so as to invalidate the innovations 
conjecture, as Iong as the channel noise w . is nonanticipating with respect o the 
joint past of signal and noise. However, the most natural and obvious ways of 
proving tsuch a result at once run into serious problems of definition and existence 
of weak, let alone strong, solutions. For this reason we leave such att’ernpts a topics 
for future work. 
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9. ~I~~~ic~tion t  stochastic control 
Whlen a large class of control aws is regarded as admissible in a stochastic control 
problem, it is often very unclear whether for a particular law in the class the state 
equation has a strong nonanticipating solution. For some purposes uch a solution 
is unnecessary: existence of optimal laws, comparison of laws, and 
Hamilton-Jacobi conditions for optimality can all be studied pureliy in terms of (the 
often unique) weak nonanticipating solutions. On the other hand, some versions (51 
of the separation principle seem to depend explicitly on Ithe causal solvability of the 
appropriate stochastic DE for a state estimator. Further, SC, little is known about 
these problems gp,lleraIly that it is of interest o have some striking examples just to 
show what can happen. 
We first present a simple control problem, with th.e aldmissible laws based on 
specified but incompliete information ab6ut the past of the trajectory. For this 
prcblemm there will be no admissible law for which the staite quation has a causal 
solution. This lack, it will be seen, is not due to any dearth of admissible laws, 
although it will be related to the incompleteness 0%’ the information available for 
control: the idea will be to use this incompleteness to find a causal solution of an 
equation like (2) and then use Theorem 5. This crutch is r’lot essential, though: in 
our final example the entire past will be available IFor cot?trol, and still the state 
equation has no causal solution for any admissible law. 
Example 4. Consider a simple feedback control system 
“described” by a stochastic DE 
Jt, = /3(t, x, u)dt + dw 
where u = u(t, x) is a causal control that depends on 
information about the past of x. For a trajectory x we 
depend only on the current value y, of an integral 
with white noise input, 
explicit but incomplete 
ial’iow control u at t to 
yr = H(s, x)ds. 
This means that at t the observations available about the past of the trajectory are 
limited to y,. We choose, for tk as in Cirel’son’s drift, 
H(s,x)=COS4~ T;_p_;‘ On tk ssctk+l= 
For simplicity the allowed control laws will be all Bore1 functions y : [O, l] --jr 
[ - 1, 11, and the admissible controls will be of the form u(t, x) = y(t9 p). Cant 
will enter the state equation linearly; specifically, we choose 
p(t,x, U)” a(t,x)+ u 
where ac is Cirel’son’s drift, and the state equation is 
dx = a(t,x)dt + y ’ H(s,x)ds > 
dt +dwb 
To show that this equation has no causal solution for any admissible y we note that 
if z is a continuous function with derivative constantly 2$ on each [ tk, fk+l), then 
Z+(s, x) = H(s, x + z). Hence a causal solution of 
k = ar(t,x 4-e)-a(@), t!(O)=0 
is also one of 
k = p(tJ +tr,u(t,n +e))-p(t,x,u(t,x)), e(O)=0 
so the conclusion follows from Theorems 5 and 6, 
mph! # Let the information pattern and the admissible aws be the game sty in 
the fLU example, and for a control function u(t, x) y(t,y,) define u(x) by 
Then for sy~fem dynamics choose the t&xhastic D 
I@, x + rc(x))dt 9 dw, 
in, Ae, 9n the first example we see that u(x + t) 
(&AT f 2 + u(x + t))- a(tgx =+ M(X)) a(r,x =I= &Q)+ z)- a(&x + u(x)), 
NWI that as in heorem 5 and 
u(x)+ r)- a(t,x 
solved causally by 
I 
g’ [tz#(& 7(x + u(x)))- t2(8, x 9 u(x))]& 
rQ 7 is tranefation by 1 tm 771~8 there if8 no causal eslutisn for any admissible aw 
mph e Let M be an admissible control, and 
xt - 1’ U(&X)d& 
0 
uppose that control enters the dynamics via the drift @(t, x) 
where a is Cirel’son’a drift so the elfate quation Is 
u(t, x) I+ a(#, T,g), 
u (t, x)dt + a SC, :r”x)dt f dw, 
had a causal solution x causal solution of 
she at the information 
end in a prescribed 
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